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BLACKJACK MULTIHAND  /BLACKJACK  
Discover our Multi-hand Blackjack.
Special care was taken to optimize the legibility regardless of the 
device you use to play. Swift and effi cient bets on 3 games at a time.

Bet, double and beat the croupier or get out your best blackjack!

RTP: Max 99.7%

CASH OF LORDS™  /SLOT 
Cross the kingdom in search of lost treasures.
Respond to the king’s missive and search for the scattered treasures in 
a slot that has a grid with 5 x 4 symbols and 50 paylines.
Count on the support of princess Bethany to collect numerous free 
spins. These free spins allow to you travel further and longer in order 
to discover even more beautiful treasures. Fortune smiles upon you 
with Lord Bettington on your reels who pays both ways: a good reason 
to let him join you on your adventures!
Move forward, knight!

RTP: 95.71%       GRID FORMAT: 5x4       WINNING LINES: 50 

BOOST RACERS™  /SLOT 
Let your engine roar!

Hit the gas to spin the reels of this 10 line slot. Thanks to the Reverse 
feature you can go back after any spin and win your previous gains! 
The police is chasing you! Change gear, shake them off thanks to 
the GearShift and multiply your winnings up to 6 times. Booster 
Activated ! Get ready for a supercharged bonus with 5 free spins and 
increasing multipliers.Receive respectively x3, x5, x10, x15 and x30 your 
winnings!!! Get up to speed and show us your best performance!

RTP: 95.83%       GRID FORMAT: 5x3       WINNING LINES: 10 

HORUS TEMPLE™  /STREAK  
The relics of the falcon God.

Discover the game Horus Temple, a streak slot hidden in the dunes of a 
forgotten Egypt. Get access to the bonus thanks to the hieroglyphics or 
by means of the orb collection system. Enter the sacred temple of Horus 
and look for the urns. Win frozen wilds which will be used from the start 
to the end of your free spins.

RTP: 96.09%       GRID FORMAT: 5x4       WINNING LINES: 0 

VIP EUROPEAN ROULETTE  /ROULETTE  
Discover our VIP European Roulette. Bet anywhere between €0,10 and 
€80 in a game and spin the wheel whenever you’re ready.
There are 2 tables available; the classic roulette table and the 
hippodrome view which presents more combinations for more 
strategies.
Take advantage of the additional information such as the last drawn 
numbers or the ‘hot’ and ‘cold’ numbers. The spins are fast and 
guarantee an adrenaline rush so place your bets!

RTP: 97.3%

DEVICES

DEVICES

DEVICES

DEVICES

DEVICES

TARGET
DEMOGRAPHIC
BLACKJACK PLAYERS

TARGET
DEMOGRAPHIC
MEDIEVAL

TARGET
DEMOGRAPHIC
RACE FANS

TARGET
DEMOGRAPHIC
ADVENTURE, EGYPT, 
GOD

TARGET
DEMOGRAPHIC
ROULETTE GAMBLERS

GAME VOLATILITY
NA

GAME VOLATILITY
VERY HIGH

GAME VOLATILITY
HIGH

GAME VOLATILITY
HIGH

GAME VOLATILITY
NA
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EL HADA ESTRELLA™  /SPANISH SLOT 
Let the lucky fairies guide you to the treasure! Witty fairies occupy this 
Spanish 2 sceen slot game. They will take you to their colourful world 
in the bottom screen to collect winnings and ‘bonos’.
On the top screen you can play the ‘bonos’ you’ve won to try to get a 
combination of 3 secondary symbols to trigger the mini game ‘discover 
the fortune’. In this game the fairies organize a shiny prize draw to 
determine the 3 winnings hidden in the boxes on the 3 reels. Make the 
right choice to walk away with the highest possible winnings.

RTP: ≅96%      GRID FORMAT: 3x3       WINNING LINES: 5

COCO DRILO™  /SPANISH SLOT 
Croco camp in the swamp!
Follow the glow of the misty swamp in this Spanish 2 sceen slot game and fi nd 
the cabin of Coco Drilo. At night the bottom screen lights up to help you collect 
winnings and ‘bonos’. Play the ‘bonos’ you’ve won to participate in the mini 
games on the top sceen. The mini games are centered around eggs: watch 
the baby crocos hatch from their eggs, participe in the crocodile nest draw to 
multiply your winnings and estimate the number of eggs hidden in the basket of 
the agreeable Coco Drilo. There are so many things to do that you won’t want to 
leave this beautiful swamp.

RTP: ≅96%       GRID FORMAT: 3x3       WINNING LINES: 5 

ATLANTIS™  /SLOT  
Wrath of Poseidon.

The game Atlantis is a slot that takes you to the bottom of the ocean 
to admire the ruins of the lost city Atlantis. The symbol of the powerful 
Poseidon pays from left to right and from right to left in this 20 line 
slot. The wrath of the gods is unleashed and triggers columns with 
stacked Wild symbols during the free spins.

RTP: 95.96%       GRID FORMAT: 5x3       WINNING LINES: 20 

BLACKBEARD™  /SLOT  
The golden age.

The game Blackbeard takes you on a journey to the golden age of 
piracy. Go on an adventure and sail the 7 seas with Blackbeard! The 
powerful Blackbeard symbol pays from left to right and from right 
to left in this 20 line slot. The storm is coming and the roar of the 
cannons echoes over the waves. The stacked Wild symbols appear on 
the reels during the free spins.

RTP: 95.96%       GRID FORMAT: 5x3       WINNING LINES: 20 

WILD’BOTS™  /STREAK 
Enjoy the robots’ show!

The day of the Oilstock Festival has fi nally arrived! An orchestra of silly 
robots will bring music to your spins in the slot streak game Wild Bots 
Orchestra. Cross the confi nes of space and enjoy a frenzied concert. 
During the free spins and with every win, the robots hide a streak, 
winnings, a multiplier or free spins. Don’t wait any longer and join 
voice-bot, boum-bot, chord-bot, key-bot and their adorable mascot!

RTP: 95.97%       GRID FORMAT: 5x4       WINNING LINES: 50

DEVICES

DEVICES

DEVICES

DEVICES

DEVICES

TARGET
DEMOGRAPHIC
FANTASY, CUTE, SPANISH 
CLASSIC SLOT

TARGET
DEMOGRAPHIC
MINI-GAMES, ADVENTURE, 
SPANISH CLASSIC SLOT

TARGET
DEMOGRAPHIC
ADVENTURE, 
ATLANTIS, LEGENDS

TARGET
DEMOGRAPHIC
AVENTURE, PIRATES

TARGET
DEMOGRAPHIC
SPACE-OPERA, JAZZ

GAME VOLATILITY
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GAME VOLATILITY
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GAME VOLATILITY
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GAME VOLATILITY
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CIRTAKUS™  /SLOT  
Discover all the animals in our circus!

Enter the animal circus! In this slot the animals call the shots.
Join them in the circus marquee and enjoy numerous advantages.
The mice multiply your winnings, the tigers offer you a prize, the 
elephants add free spins to your game and the lions turn into Wild 
symbols. Align the 3 bonus symbols and enjoy a rain of benefi ts in the 
crazy free spins.

RTP: 96.01%      GRID FORMAT: 5x3       WINNING LINES: 10

FARAH’S ADVENTURE™  /SLOT  
Solve the mystery of pyramid tablets.

Accompany Farah on her Egyptian adventure in a slot game which has 
a grid with 5 x 3 symbols and 10 lines. Let the cursed manuscript guide 
you to gain access to the Wild tablets bonus. The free spins allow you 
to wander the dark corridors in search of the truth. The more Wild 
tablets you solve in these corridors, the higher your chances to dicover 
the Pharaoh’s wealth.

RTP: 95.85%       GRID FORMAT: 5x3       WINNING LINES: 10 

DELUXXXE MULTI™  /CLASSIC SLOT 
Multiply and win.

Did I hear you right? Do you like the classic machines?
Then defi nitely check out the game DeluXXXe Multi! With its 5 lines 
and 3 reels it combines the excitement of an old slot machine with a 
modern touch. Trigger the bonus and respin the reels for free until you 
get a multiplied winning combination. Do the triple sevens get your 
adrenaline going?
Well, then this game is made for you!

RTP: 95.89%       GRID FORMAT: 3x3       WINNING LINES: 5 

HEY SWEETIE!™  /CASCADE 
The glamorous canine universe.

Do you like chihuahuas, jack russels or bichons? Then you’ll love Hey 
Sweetie! Let yourself be charmed by the glam and glitz in a world 
full of rich puppies. This cascade slot with 99 paylines ensures some 
captivating games.
Get at least 3 bonus symbols, pick the right bone and dig up the 
highest number of free spins!

RTP: 95.94%       GRID FORMAT: 5x3       WINNING LINES: 99 

GOBS’N GOLD™  /STREAK 
Fool the goblins to maximize your winnings!

This game takes you to the land of the roguish goblins in a streak slot 
that has a grid with 5 x 4 symbols and 50 paylines. Follow the light of 
the crystals in the Spore forest to the Jackpot Gold! Steal the treasures 
and collect numerous free spins. In the free spins the blocked symbols 
turn into symbols with the highest value in order to fi ll your pockets 
with gold.

RTP: 95.89%       GRID FORMAT: 5x4       WINNING LINES: 50

DEVICES

DEVICES

DEVICES

DEVICES

DEVICES

TARGET
DEMOGRAPHIC
CHILDHOOD, ANIMALS, 
FUN

TARGET
DEMOGRAPHIC
ARCHAEOLOGY LOVERS. 
CLASSIC THEME LOVERS.

TARGET
DEMOGRAPHIC
CLASSIC 3X3 
MACHINES

TARGET
DEMOGRAPHIC
CUTE DOGS, KITSCH, 
OLD LADIES

TARGET
DEMOGRAPHIC
HEROIC FANTASY LOVERS

GAME VOLATILITY
LOW

GAME VOLATILITY
VERY HIGH

GAME VOLATILITY
HIGH

GAME VOLATILITY
MEDIUM

GAME VOLATILITY
HIGH
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FARM’INGO™  /SLOTBINGO 
Go apple picking

The game Farmingo is a bingo slot with 4 grids set against a 
countryside background. Get the bonus combination and play the mini 
apple tree game.
Pick as many apples as possible but avoid the rotten apple that will end 
the game. Complete a grid within the fi rst 30 balls and win a fabulous 
progressive jackpot.

RTP: 96%

FUE’GOLAZO!™  /SLOTBINGO 
The stadium’s on fi re!

Discover a bingo slot set on the fi eld of a football stadium. Get the 
bonus combination and decide the game with a penalty shoot-out. 
Adjust your penalties, score and win! At the end of the game you might 
trigger the golden goal which is your ticket to victory! Complete a grid 
within the fi rst 30 balls and win a fabulous progressive jackpot.

RTP: 96%

MOJO SPIN™  /SLOT  
Voodoo spirits put a lucky spell on you!
Baron Samedi invites you in his Bayou where your curiosity will be 
triggered during a voodoo session, activated by aligning the 3 bonus 
symbols. Let yourself be enchanted by the dancing fi re wisps during 
your free spins. Watch them transform into Wild symbols and create 
some hypnotic winning combinations! Get a line with 5 bonus symbols 
to maximize your winnings. The psychic predicts that you will return to 
see the baron again one Saturday or during the Saint John fi res.

RTP: ≅96%       GRID FORMAT: 5x3       WINNING LINES: 10 

LUCK NESS™  /SLOT  
The myth of a loch monster.

You are convinced that the Luck Ness monster exists and only you 
can prove its existence. Lure the monster with your bagpipes and 
sens its movements while the storm comes in. Freeze the image of 
the creature with the help of your camera. During the free spins every 
picture turns a symbol into a Wild symbol. 
Can you capture the mythical creature on fi lm?

RTP: ≅96%       GRID FORMAT: 5x3       WINNING LINES: 10

PEARL’VENTURE™  /SLOTBINGO 
The little pearl diver

The game Pearl’Venture is a refreshing bingo slot with 4 grids. Get 
the bonus combination and go pearl fi shing in the sea. Collect the 
most beautiful pearls and avoid the fi sh bone which ends the game. 
Complete a grid within the fi rst 30 balls and win a fabulous progressive 
jackpot.

RTP: 96%

DEVICES

DEVICES

DEVICES

DEVICES

DEVICES

TARGET
DEMOGRAPHIC
FUN, FARMS

TARGET
DEMOGRAPHIC
FUN, FOOTBALL

TARGET
DEMOGRAPHIC
FANTASTIC UNIVERSE, 
RHYTHM AND BLUES

TARGET
DEMOGRAPHIC
MYTHS, MONSTER

TARGET
DEMOGRAPHIC
FUN, MARITIME, 
COLOURFUL

GAME VOLATILITY
NA

GAME VOLATILITY
NA

GAME VOLATILITY
MEDIUM

GAME VOLATILITY
MEDIUM

GAME VOLATILITY
NA
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KASSIUS™  /SLOT  
A fi ght for freedom !
Kassius, Invictus Armis takes you to the heart of a peplum where the 
gladiator is fi ghting for his freedom. In this epic story you’ll fi nd a 
243Ways slot with numerous bonuses. Face the emperor to prove your 
worth. Eagle of Jupiter and Emperor’s Mercy offer numerous Wilds. 
Kassius Willpower offers a second chance to trigger the bonus.
Play free spins thanks to the Empress’s Care or Invictus Armis and 
pick your winnings in the Gladiator’s Bribe bonus.

RTP: ≅96%      GRID FORMAT: 5x3       WINNING LINES: 243

JUNGLE TREASURE™  /SPANISH SLOT 
Discover the treasures hidden in the jungle.

Circumvent the traps of the Jungle Treasure in a Spanish 2 screen slot 
game. The bottom screen allows you to collect winnings and ‘bonos’.
The top screen is accessible via the ‘bonos’ which allow you to get 
access to various mini games. Discover now: El Puente Sagrado, El 
Pilar Infi nito, El Rueda Infernal, El Rio Peligroso and ElPueblo Voodoo 
which will boost your winnings, each in their unique way!

RTP: ≅96%       GRID FORMAT: 3x3       WINNING LINES: 5 to 8 

SO SPICY™  /FRUIT MACHINE 
Spice up your game!

Control the risks taken in this classic 2 screen joker slot in an effort 
to win big. Play quick games for one credit on the bottom screen and 
fi ll your banks. Try to get the third winning symbol with the fi xed reels 
and optimize your winnings. Spice things up on the top screen and bet 
big to enjoy 5 paylines and a bonus game. Align the 3 identical Spicy 
symbols in the bonus and trigger up to 3 draws. Enjoy this seasoned 
classic game with spicy features that will add fl avour to your games!

RTP: 96.05%       GRID FORMAT: 3x3       WINNING LINES: 1 to 5 

FAKIR SLOT!™  /SLOT  
Break the Fakir’s illusion.

The game Fakir is a 243Ways slot which takes you on a journey across 
the Indies. Defy the fakir and his assistant by activating the magical 
pucks in an original mini game.
They bounce between the nails on the board and allow you to win all 
sorts of benefi ts as well as free spins. 3 well-placed pucks will help 
you to trigger the magnifi cent Fakir jackpot!

RTP: ≅96%       GRID FORMAT: 5x3       WINNING LINES: 243 

RELIC HEROES™  /CASCADE 
Find the coveted avatar.

The game Relic Heroes is a cascade slot with 10 lines designed for 
players who are looking for an archeological adventure. Follow the 
clues that will lead you to the avatar temple and take advantage of the 
Wild multiplier rubies. Outsmart the mechanisms and pick as many 
treasures as possible. Collect all the treasures and you’ll be rewarded 
with the coveted avatar!

RTP: ≅96%       GRID FORMAT: 5x3       WINNING LINES: 10

DEVICES

DEVICES

DEVICES

DEVICES

DEVICES

TARGET
DEMOGRAPHIC
ANCIENT ROME, A LARGE 
NUMBER OF FEATURES

TARGET
DEMOGRAPHIC
LOCAL SPANISH PLAYERS

TARGET
DEMOGRAPHIC
2 SCREENS, CLASSIC 
DUTCH SLOT

TARGET
DEMOGRAPHIC
ORIENT, INDIES, FAKIR

TARGET
DEMOGRAPHIC
ADVENTURE, INDIANA 
JONES, TOMB RAIDER

GAME VOLATILITY
HIGH

GAME VOLATILITY
LOW

GAME VOLATILITY
HIGH

GAME VOLATILITY
HIGH

GAME VOLATILITY
HIGH
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DEAL OR NO DEAL  /SLOT 
The choice is yours!
Today is your lucky day thanks to this TV slot with 3 emblematic 
bonuses! Discover the legendary bonus box game Deal Or No Deal! 
Pick your box, challenge the bank with your strategic choices and win 
the highest possible amount.
Also enjoy the 2 features which are triggered in the course of a game: 
outbluff the banker in The Banker Choice. Or pick the right box among 
the 3 propositions in The Player Choice.

RTP: ≅96%      GRID FORMAT: 5x3       WINNING LINES: 10

FIVE RAIDERS™  /SLOT  
The heist of the century

Break into all the safes of the city with the help of an elite group of 
bank robbers in a 243Ways games. Collect the bonus masks and 
unblock 1 of the 3 burglary scenarios: the jewelry store, the bank and 
the heist of the century! Disable the security systems during numerous 
free spins andwin big. Hack the digicode of the Jackpot safe in an 
explosion of winnings!

RTP: ≅96%       GRID FORMAT: 5x3       WINNING LINES: 243

MIKI MUNKI™  /SPANISH SLOT 
Welcome to Miki Munki!

Dive into the archipelago of Miki Munki, the little monkey, in a Spanish 
2 screen slot game.The bottom screen allows you to collect winnings 
and ‘bonos’.

The top screen is accessible via the ‘bonos’ which allow you to get 
access to various mini games. Explore the islands and meet Miki 
Munki’s family in 5 colourful mini games.

Play the candy game, go fi shing and bring back dinner, participate 
in the famous pig race, offer fl owers to your girlfriend or watch the 
turtles make their nest.
Each mini game allows you to increase your winnings!

RTP: ≅96%       GRID FORMAT: 3x3       WINNING LINES: 5 to 8

DEVICES

DEVICES

DEVICES

TARGET
DEMOGRAPHIC
TV SHOW, ENDEMOL

TARGET
DEMOGRAPHIC
FANS OF BANK ROBBERIES

TARGET
DEMOGRAPHIC
LOCAL SPANISH PLAYERS. 
COLOURFUL

GAME VOLATILITY
MEDIUM

GAME VOLATILITY
MEDIUM

GAME VOLATILITY
LOW


